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All In My Head
Shawn Mullins

NOTES! PLEASE READ FIRST! - 

1. Just before uploading this tab I realised that Shawn Mullins has released a 
couple of different versions of this song. This tab follows the version that was

featured on the SCRUBS SEASON 1 SOUNDTRACK. If this sounds way off when you play

it, take a look at tab version 2 as I believe that is the correct tab for the 
other version of this song.
2. I am working on the solo, I will add it if I manage to get it all down. =)

ODD CHORD -  Dm
              4  
              5
              6
              6
              4
              4

[Intro F,C,Am,Bb x2]

Dm      C             F  
I m just trying to get by,
Dm      C                     F
I m just buzzin  on a suger high
     Bb           Am               Dm             Bb
Yeah...Everybody moves so fast, no time to wonder why
    Dm         C             Bb
Yeah...I m just tryin  to get by.

      F         C
Is it all in my head?
      Am       Bb
Is it all in my head?
      F                C                Am      Bb
Could everything be so right without me knowin ?

Dm      C                 F  
I m just workin  for the Man
Dm      C                 F
I m Just tryin  to lend a hand
     Bb                Am               Dm         Bb
Yeah...And If I had a rocket ship, I d never wanna land



    Dm         C             Bb
Yeah...I m just doin  the best I can

      F         C
Is it all in my head?
      Am       Bb
Is it all in my head?
      F                C                Am      Bb
Could everything be so right without me knowin ?
      F         C               Am                  Bb
Is it all just some game, where everything stays the same?
      F          C          Am       Bb     
Is it all in my, all in my, all in my head?

Gm        Bb                   F        
      Everybody needs a little love, to make it all work out
Gm                 Bb                     C
      But I m still lookin  to the stars above...Hey! Hey! Hey!

[Just continue playing these chords through the solo - F,C,Am,Bb x2]

     F         C
It s all in my head
     Am       Bb
It s all in my head
     F          C          Am        Bb      
It s all in my, all in my, all in my, all in my head
     F          C
Is it all in my head?
     Am        Bb
Is it all in my head?
      F                C                Am      Bb
Could everything be so right without me knowin ?
      F             C           Am                  Bb
Is it all just some game, where everything stays the same?
      F          C          Am        Bb
Is it all in my, all in my, all in my, all in my head?

Don t hesitate to leave a comment if you think you have any corrections!


